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SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH FREEDOM 

In November 1969, the APhA House of Delegates held a special meeting 
during which George E. Schreiner, M.D., Professor of Medicine at Georgetown 
University School of Medicine, deliveted the luncheon address on the subject 
of “Scientific Freedom.” 

In his opening remarks, Dr. Schreiner obsewed that “Research scientists have 
been recognized by society as being creative persons, very analogous to the 
artist and poet, and they, therefore, have been accorded considerable latitude 
in expressions of freedom in an open society which recognizes innovation and 
imagination.” He then went on to list seven specific scientific freedoms, ranging 
from choosing the research area, through conducting the project and com- 
municating the results, to drawing conclusions from the data developed. 

Having made these points, the speaker devoted the balance of his presentation 
to emphasizing that “such extreme degrees of freedom carry with them quite 
definite responsibilities”-namely, that the researcher must develop a personal 
code of professional conduct. He spoke of general codes, such as those of Nur- 
emberg and Helsinki, aa well as the traditional obligation of the scientist to strive 
for accuracy, integrity, and honesty in the work conducted and reported. 

He then went on to point out that the scientific and moral criteria used by 
society as a benchmark for arriving at an attitude of general “approval” were 
becoming more and more specific-largely as a cause and effect result of omis- 
sions or errors in judgment by scientific investigators. For example, he attributed 
the series of New York State trials involving the injection of cancer cells into 
elderly patients a t  the Jewish Chronic Disease Hospital as the prime stimulus 
leading to adoption of the requirement for written informed consent. 

In the ensuing seven years, we have heard of a number of other disturbing 
incidents-such as the careless use of prisoners in a poorly planned and inade- 
quately supervised syphilis study. In turn, this revelation has led to severe re- 
strictions being applied to the use of prisoners for any kind of medically related 
research, irrespective of how well controlled, conducted, and superhed. 

Currently, the National Institutes of Health is attempting to anticipate the 
potential risk and hazard which might ensue from any slip or careless step in 
the conduct of recombinant DNA research. These are the so-called “creation 
of lie” experiments which involve combining gene-containing fragments of DNA 
(deoxyribonucleic acid), the molecule that transmits heredity, with chromosomes 
of another sort of organism to produce an entirely new or different type of or- 
ganism. 

The NIH has set forth proposed guidelines and published these for public 
comment. In part, the preamble c rypt idy  states: “The promise of recombinant 
DNA research for better understanding and improved treatment of human 
disease is great. There is also a possible risk that microorganisms with foreign 
genes might cause disease or alter the environment should they escape from 
the laboratory and infect human beings, animals, or plants.” 

World history is replete with examples of such “escapesfrom the laboratory” 
and elsewhere of microorganisms, insects. rodents, and other animal pests which 
previously were unknown to a certain part of the world and which then rapidly 
proliferated to produce a wave of destruction. Current laws restricting the import 
of agricultural products are one means now used to control such problems. 

During the past fifteen years, space science turned into reality the Buck 
Rogers-type fantasies of the 1930’s. Recombinant DNA research has the po- 
tential of turning the present day horror films depicting seven-foot long rats 
and man-eating spiders into tomorrow’s realities. Consequently, we believe that 
NIH is acting prudently, wisely, and timely in its effort to establish guidelines 
designed to ensure proper safeguard and controls in conducting this re- 
search. 

Moreover, the seriousness of this subject would lead us to expect that all other 
responsible parties would share this view. And it appears that most do. 

For a while it appeared that there would be one sour note. It seems that one 
special interest group was reluctant to support or embrace these guidelines out 
of fear that the guidelines for voluntary compliance would eventually become 
obligatory and thereby be enforced. Frankly, we were stunned by this atti- 
tude. 

Since there is ample precedent to believe that a real danger does exist if this 
kind of research is not properly monitored, it strikes us that-rather than be 
concerned that the guidelines might become mandatory-we should ask why 
they were not proposed in a fashion that would definitely provide for them to 
become mandatory after appropriate review, comment, and possible revision. 

Dr. Schreiner put this proposition very well in his scientific freedom speech 
of seven years ago when he quoted Teddy Roosevelt: “Your right to swing ends 
where my chin begins!“ 




